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CRITIOUB OF THE WASHINGTON

DEPARTNENT OF ECOLOGY
SURVEY OF THE WILLAPA RIVER

ON AUGUST 20, 21, 1974

The su y report of the Willapa River on August 20, 21, 1974 by

th~ W shington Depar ment of Ecology has been reviewed. In reading the

report, it appears that many of their data and observations are in con-

flict with our data and conclusions. The following critique attempts to

explain why the differences have occurred,

First, it is advisable to include some background information, so

that one understands so ~e of the technical terms. The object of the DOE

study was to demonstrate a dissolved oxygen sag in the Willapa River,

and further to show that such a sag was caused by East Point Seafood

effluehts,

With respect to organic w ste discharges, su h a tho. e discharged

by East Point, the primary concern is not the fate of the wastes per se

,

but the effects of their degradation on water quality, in particular the

dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in the receiving waters.

A m~asu e of organic aste load is biochemica’ oxy ~n demand (BOD)

which indic~es the mount of oxygen drawn upon :Th t~e proce.s of decom-

position of the w~st . The r te t which the BOO is e:ert d combined

with the rat at whi h oxyg n iS restored det&rmines th level of

drssolved ox~wn (bO) in the river,

In a river flowing one way (without tidal influences) the combined

effect of an organic waste dischar~d at a specIfic location and

reaeratror~ in the stream results first in a decrease, and then an in—
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cr as in ~O a0 toe ate is carrLd downstre for many miles, This

ph~nomeno~ d scribed by characteristic curve known as th~ “oxygen

sag

Other things being equal, factor, that reduce the rate of W D

lengthen and decrease the oxygen sag, while those that accelerate BOD

have the reverse effect. The shape of the oxygen sag curve is also

affect by t~e rate of reaeration, which depends largely on channel

characteristics as they affect turbulence, the area of the air—water

interface, the net oxygen produced by photosynthesis from aquatic plants

and the velocity of stream flow,

The potential for finding a conventional oxygen sag in the Willapa

ver is lo’ , The tide turns the river flow around four times in 24

hours, and the wastes are moved and recombined in a complex pattern. The

hea~ier salt w~ter flo s mostly in the lower depths of the ~ illapa River,

and the degree of mixing of fresh and salt water further complicates the

d-velopme t of a “typical” oxygen sag curve.

The role of photosynthesis as a producer of oxygen, in the dissolved

o~ y~en bffrnce of recJving waters is a complex o. e, Photosy .thesis

e~pends on li~ht, ni~ri nts availaje, stream velocity, types of aste

lo~d, ~aer depth and ~ater temper ture,

It is ossible that if one seasured the DO levels und~r ~nd near the

East Point dock lo. level, of DO would be recorded, e pecially at slack

tades, Howe er, ~s the tide he,in.~ to love the org nic loadIng wa~es,

the DO at stations other than the Immediate vicinity of East Point

(Stations C, 0, E, F, C) ar higher or not signifi.a tly red ed. T~at

is to say, if one consi~ers St tions C D, E, F a d C a. th immAia e

vicinity of F’~st
1~oint organic waste discharge as a single point (they
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a~e all, within approximately 900 feet of the East Point pint) the so

called oxygen sag at Stations C, D, H, F, C becomesa very localized con-

dition whose effect is not detectable, using the DO data on page 17 of

the report, at Stations A, B or H, I several miles on either side of the

East Point plant. Thus, the usual connotation of a DO sag curve which

is detectable for a distance of severalmiles is not demonstrated by the

DO data on page 17 of the report. What is demonstrated by the graph on

page 10 of the report is a expanded set of stations near the East Point

plant which tend to magnify the higher BOD zone near the plant, ad then

contrasts the higher DO levels at the other stations.

Furthermore, low DO readings were assured by the DOE at stations

far upriver, e.g., on 8/20/74, surface and 10 foot level, the third sets.

The third set on 8/20/74 at the 10 foot level has the lowest DO’s

(5.4 mg/i) at Stations J and K, far upriver from the East Point plant.

It is highly unlikely that the low DO’s at S ad K mentioned above are

causedby East Point organic wastes when higher DO readings are interposed

between East Point plant and Stations 3 and K. The sane is true for

station S and K on 8/20/74 surface, third set data.

Perhaps the greatest influence on the conclusions reached by the

DOE is based on the design of their study, I • e., the location of sampling

stations. By locating fin sampling stations (C, D, H, F, C) along one

bank and under the East Point plant and nearby floats very little reso-

lution of the DO conditions in other parts of the river could be

determined. Then by locating a station several miles downriver from

South Bend (Station A) and locating several stations above Raymond

(Stations S and K), and by selecting certain data as seenon page 10 of

the report, a temporary oxygen sag curve close to the East Point plant
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can b•~ sketched. The other 90 percent of th. river flawing by the East

Point plant and its potential for flushing away oxygen demanding wastes

is ignored.

Furthericre, detailed uapping of the DO levels up and down river are

difficult to plot from the report without the time of day since the tide

reverses the river f1ev four times a day.

Mother potential source of error in the DON data is the useof the

Hydrolab instrument for dissolved oxygen determinations. The integrity

of the DO data depends on the DO probe and the mmbrae on the end of the

probe. Th. DOE field staff were experiencing•someproblem with their

DO probe membranes as mentioned on page one of their report. Due to the’

Importance of dissolved oxyga in the determination of a DO sag curve,

our group decided to titrate all our dissolved oxygen maples by the more

conventional W1nk1e,~ Method.t
t

Finally, the report ignores the biological indicators (juvenile

salmon, anchovies, and oysters) that survive in a healthy condition and

actively feed in the vicinity of the Eat Point dock.

I trust the DOE will soon grant East Point’s permit for continued

operations. I do not find their report reliable evidence for a dissolved

oxygen sag in the Willapa River that ii attributable to East Point Seafood.




